To celebrate our 35th anniversary, KCC (KC) has invited celebrities in town to give talks to our students and parents. It
is our honour that we could meet in person with Mr Jasper Tsang, the founding member of Democratic Alliance for the
Betterment and Progress of Hong Kong (DAB) and the President of the Legislative Council from 2008 to 2016; and Ms
Mary Cheung, the champion of Miss Hong Kong 1975 and the winner of Ten Outstanding Young Persons Selection, on
1st February 2018 and 3rd February 2018 respectively. Their sharing on how to be a successful leader and a smart parent
has definitely shed light on what we should do and how we should equip ourselves as teenagers.

JT: Mr Jasper Tsang

R: KCC Reporters

R: We know that you have been a leader who can win the hearts of
many in different teams and organizations in society. Can you share
with us what makes an admirable leader?
JT: To be a good leader, being proficient is essential.
You have to be very familiar with what you
want to do – you know, a good general has to
be a good soldier. Apart from that, being able
to work in teams with good communication
with teammates is also important. With good
communication capacities and skills, it will be
easier for one to tackle problems among teammates.
What is more, it is necessary for a leader to stand up for his
team when necessary. To take an example, when sailors get caught
in a storm, the captain should take charge of the situation. This not
only gives his subordinates confidence, but also shows the captain’s
ability to overcome the storm with his team. If the captain does not
do that, his subordinates might think he is incapable and would not
listen to him. From this example, we know that being proficient is
one of the keys to being an admirable leader.
R: When and how did you find the qualities of a leader in yourself?
Were you a leader when you were studying in St. Paul’s College?
JT: I do not consider myself a born leader. Instead, I believe my
leadership qualities came with the numerous opportunities my
teachers gave me. My teachers gave me opportunities to serve as
a leader in different activities when I was a student because of my
good academic performance. I learned a lot from these experiences
and developed my leadership skills. Therefore, I suggest that students
should spend more time on their schoolwork. If they perform well,
many different opportunities will follow.
R: You have served as the former principal and current supervisor of
Pui Kiu College and Pui Kiu Middle School. Can you please give
a message to today’s secondary school students about how they
should prepare themselves at the present stage if they want to be
good leaders?

JT: First, you need to discipline yourself – having a good
character and doing well in your studies are equally
important. You should also try to reach out instead of
staying in your comfort zone. Try to engage in more extracurricular activities, where you can sharpen your interpersonal
skills and communication skills. These skills are indispensable to a
successful leader. In order to have good communication with the
team members, a leader should not only work on theory, but should
also work out things in practice. Therefore, as students, you need to
take challenges and learn from the team. You should cultivate your
leadership skills through participating in a range of activities.
R: Teenagers nowadays are always put under pressure academically. You
were considered a top student back then when you were a student
and should have faced a similar level of stress. Can you share with us
how you faced and overcame the pressure; while at the same time
exceled in your studies?
JT: Everyone faces stress
and has to work on it.
The most important
thing is to have a good
mindset. Pressure can
come from everything
so we cannot avoid it.
We cannot just complain
when dealing with it. We need to learn to deal with pressure. Being
positive, we can work out the solutions to our problems more easily.
If there is no solution to the problem, just put it aside and stop being
bothered by it. We may find ways to solve the problem when we feel
relaxed. In fact, pressure which teenagers face is most likely from
their teachers and parents. Having worked hard, no matter what the
result is, we can tell them that we have already tried our best and
they will understand. No one lives without pressure. Just try our best
to deal with it.
R: Do you have any words to encourage our students?
JT: Adolescence is the golden age in everyone’s life. You are full of energy
and curiosity; and you are mature enough to understand some of the
deeper meanings of life. Therefore, do not waste time. Try to make
full use of your teenage years to develop your potentials. The most
revolutionary ideas always come from young people.
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MC: Ms Mary Cheung

through when raising their children and parents should give
guidance accordingly. The first stage is that they have to protect
their children. At this stage, parents have to make decisions for their
children and explain to them why such decisions are made. The next
stage is a stage of negotiation and compromise. This probably takes
place during the children’s adolescence. Parents should try their best
to communicate with their children – they should
make sure that there is no misunderstanding.
Also, being respectful to their children is
particularly important at this stage. Only
by respecting the children can the parents
gain trust from them. And as the children
grow up, parents can see them as friends.
Instead of a top-down approach, parents
should have a more equal relationship with
their children. I know it is easier said than
done. However, we should not let this be the
excuse of not communicating with their children.

R: KCC Reporters

R: You are a former student from Kiangsu-Chekiang College,
and have come to our school to officiate the launch of the
PTA site. And today, it is our honour and pleasure to be able
to invite you to come to our school as a guest speaker. Could
you tell me how it feels to revisit “an old place”?

R: Parents and children often have conflicts. When facing an unpleasant
situation, what should a smart parent do?

MC: I have mixed feelings. Coming to KCCKC reminds me of my good
old days in KCC. I started studying in KCC when I was 14 and left
when I was 17. I really had a good time in those 4 years. When
I was a student, I spent most of time in the playground playing
ball games and I was also a member of the school band. I really
learned a lot from KCC and my experience in the school allowed me
to be an independent person. Therefore, I would like to take today’s
opportunity to encourage students studying in KCCKC to seize every
opportunity – not just to learn, but also to join more activities – so
as to enrich your teenage life and equip yourself for the future.

MC: I have a son and a daughter. We spend a lot of them with them.
We pray before dinner, and we often hang out together on Sundays.
In my opinion, as parents, we should set a good role model to
our kids. We should have good manners and display appropriate
etiquette. Remember, heartfelt love and consideration is always the
key to solving problems. At the same time, as a child, you should
understand your parents. They need your respect and cooperation.
You should take care of yourself, try to open your heart and show
your love to them.

R: What troubles any average parents today is that their children
are addicted to electronic products such as mobile phones and
computers. Are there any tips for parents to help their children out
of this “electronic addiction?”

R: Do you have any words for parents about how they can get along
with their children?
MC: The Bible says, “Love is patient, love is kind. It does not envy, it
does not boast, it is not proud. It does not dishonor others, it is not
self-seeking, it is not easily angered, it keeps no record of wrongs.
Love does not delight in evil but rejoices with the truth. It always
protects, always trusts, always hopes, always perseveres. Love never
fails.” (1 Corinthians 13:4-8)

MC: In most situations, children cannot afford to buy electronic gadgets
on their own. If parents decide to buy them the gadgets, they have
to be responsible for their children. When my son was young, he
also liked playing computer games. However, before I bought any
electronic gadgets for him, I set rules such as when he could use
them. Apart from setting rules, I recommend that computers should
be placed in the sitting room. I have five computers in my home
and all of them are placed in the sitting room. By doing so, I would
know what my children are doing on the computer. I also know how
much time they spend on it. If they are on the computer for too
long, I will remind them to take a short break off the screen. Also,
I believe that playing on the computer is not necessarily bad. For
instance, you can train your reflexes and logical thinking. Therefore,
I suppose as long as the right kind of games are chosen, it can be
of some benefits to children.

Love always comes first when it comes to faith, hope and love.
Parents should always love their children, no matter whether their
children are obedient or naughty. However, loving them does not
mean spoiling them. When parents show their love, they should
also instill positive values to their children. Besides, parents should
communicate more with their children. Seize every second to
communicate with them. For example, through small talks at the
dinner table, parents and children can understand more about each
other by sharing the titbits about their lives. This is also a way to
show love.

On top of what I have just mentioned, I think parents should spare
more time on their children. Children are addicted to electronic
gadgets simply because they are bored and have nothing to do.
Therefore, parents should try to understand what their children like
to do and arrange appropriate activities for them. They can also read
and share with their children. Reading not only helps build one’s
personalities and broadens one’s horizons, but also allows parents
to form strong bonds with their children.
Finally, parents should give suitable guidance to their kids according
to their age. There are three stages that each parent must go
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Box of Hope – A Meaningful Way
to Help Children in Need

It’s sometimes easy for us to take for granted
how much we have, living in Hong Kong.
I know that not all of us come from well-off
families. Maybe some of you live in a small
flat and wish you had a bigger house to live
in. Maybe you have to wear your brother’s or
sister’s hand-me-down clothes (I know I had
to!) because your parents can’t always afford
new things for you. I know that sometimes
I would get angry at my parents for being
“poor” or not being able to pay for everything
that I wanted. And now living in Hong Kong,
I’ve discovered that things are very expensive
here. Sometimes it’s easy to get frustrated or
discouraged, but it’s important to remember
that there are always other people in the world
who have less than we do.
I decided this year it would be great for students
in the English Culture Club to experience what
it’s like to help children in need. So, our club
decided to set up the Box of Hope charity at
KCCKC. The goal was to fill shoeboxes with
toys, toiletries, exercise items, and stationery.
Together, we put together almost 40 boxes to
donate – so thank you to everyone who helped
out with this activity! This is something that
as a child I had always done with my parents
in Canada, so I thought it would be a great
activity to do with the students at KCCKC.
The Box of Hope charity collects thousands
of these boxes at Christmastime to donate
to very poor children around Asia. When we
visited their office in Central to drop off our
boxes, we were overwhelmed with the number
of boxes, volunteers, items, and people running
in and out! We had a chance to sit down with
one of the charity’s organizers to ask her a few
questions. Thanks to Geri from 3C for helping
to conduct the interview!
KCC: How did you start this charity?
BOH: We started out in somebody’s living room with

by Ms. Hill

1200 boxes. It was just a few people and we did the
boxes ourselves. And now we get about 27 000 boxes.
KCC: How many boxes do you expect to get this
year?
BOH: This year, we might get close to 29 000, with
the help of lots of donations from people in the
community.
KCC: That’s fantastic!
BOH: Yes, it’s gone up a lot over the years. And if we
didn’t have this space here in Central, we wouldn’t be
able to run this.
KCC: Why was this charity started?
BOH: This charity started because two women had
children who would come home from school and
say, “We need $20 for a piece of pizza for charity!”
The mothers would say, “That’s great, but for which
charity?” and nobody knew. So they decided to create
a charity where the children could help other children.
And they started this, which was just meant to be
a simple little charity, where the children would just
have one little gift – no money or anything – so that
one child from Hong Kong could give a gift to a child
from somewhere else, who doesn’t have very much
money. And people LOVED it. So it was really because
the mothers wanted the children to understand that
they had a lot in life, and that there was always
somebody that had a little bit less and that needed
a little bit of help to have an opportunity to learn, to
go to school, and get an education. So what we try to
do with these boxes is include those things for them.
KCC: What kind of lives do the children have in
these countries where you send the boxes?
BOH: So most of these boxes go to children who are
under the subsistence level, which means they are
very, very poor. Most of these boxes go to Cambodia.
And the children who live in Cambodia, most of them
live on a rubbish dump, and they don’t have parents.
They might even sell some of the items to get money
for food. So they’re very, very poor. No electricity, no
TV. The children we deliver to, all they want is pens,
pencils, and something to play with. So it’s not like
here in Hong Kong when you’re 10 years old, you
might have an iPad. They just want a range of things
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just to play with and spend time with their friends.
KCC: Where do you deliver the boxes to?
BOH: When the boxes leave here, we usually donate a
third of them to Hong Kong. We deliver to Cambodia,
Vietnam, Macau, Thailand, China, including Tibet, and
the Philippines.
KCC: Well thank you for answering our questions!
We hope that this year is even more successful
than last year and that the donations can help
lots of children!
Our English Culture Club will start collecting
donations in the fall of 2018 for next Christmas.
Our goal is to make 100 boxes to donate! We look
forward to your help this coming school year!

Box of Hope

By Ms Cheng Tim Tim

Box of Hope was a special experience. Who
would expect uniformed students standing in
line on an escalator in a commercial skyscraper
in Central to deliver gift boxes? Who would
expect to find an unadorned office apartment
served as a warehouse in such a building?
When we got in the room, volunteers were busy
at work among donation boxes that came from
different schools in Hong Kong. They inspected
every box on a long table before labelling and
stacking them for shipment. There were parents
who brought their kids to send daily necessities,
toys and blessing to the needy children too.
Students didn’t only take in the sight of the
organized mess of too many boxes. They also
stood around the long table to learn more about
the campaign. Of course, one of the fun parts
was to speak English with Miss Hill while
enjoying Starbucks treats after the delivery of
donations from our schoolmates, teachers and
non-teaching staff.

Graduation speech

Graduation Speech

So Yin Lam, Katarina

Mak Pui Man, Olyvia

It is my honor to be here today as the representative
of all the graduates. Today is the day to celebrate
and cherish our past.

Good evening, our esteemed guests, Chairman of the Association, our
supervisor, Directors of the Association, distinguished guests, Principal
Leung, teachers, fellow schoolmates and the graduating class of 2017.

The moment we were admitted to KCCKC, we were
given a new identity: a student of KCCKC. We may
leave the school but this identity will last forever
no matter where we are. We began a new journey
full of unknown and uncertainties six years ago. We ended this part of our
journey filled with love and appreciation. It doesn’t matter whether the
journey ends, the memories are what we treasure the most. We might
have been frustrated, confused, or lost; but we are now here in this room
sharing the joy and pleasure together with people we love and those who
matter to us.

On this day of joy, I am very honored to be here and share a message
with all of you.
We’ve made it, we have finally made it to the end. We have spent 6 years
here, 2193 days to be accurate. It’s amazing, isn’t it? I still remember the
first day I stepped into this school, innocently wondering how long the 6
years would be. I had no idea what my future would look like. Would it be
grueling? Or enjoyable? What kind of person would I become? A doctor?
Or an artist?
We all spent our time studying here with wonders and doubts. But time
passed by just like that, and we are now all gathering here to witness
this wonderful moment. We entered here as children, but we leave here
as adults. I know we will all miss those days when we were just ‘babies’,
our innocent faces, naïve dreams. What I am going to miss the most is the
memories I have spent with the people here. Although at the moment we
might not know where we are going, at least we know where we started.

Education is the foundation upon which we build the
rest of our lives. The school is the best place to
explore our potentials and cultivate our creativity.
And above all this is where our personalities
are shaped. Here, I would like to express my
gratitude to our school and teachers for the
efforts they have made because of us. They
are the ones who allowed us to grow and
become the person we are now. Without our
dearest teachers, I wouldn’t have overcome all
the adversities I encountered. Nor could I gain the
motivation I need to move on! They don’t mind how
smart we are, what they care is whether we have the enthusiasm to work
hard. Regardless how many times we let our teachers down, their trust
in us is more than what we could imagine. And we believe in ourselves
because our teachers believe in us too. Here in KCCKC, our insights are
sparked by our teachers. My grateful sentiment comes from the bottom
of my heart. The mediocre teacher tells, the good teacher explains, the
superior teacher demonstrates, the great teacher inspires. And our teachers
have inspired us. To all our teachers, thank you for brightening up our way.

I am very grateful for all the teachers here who nourished me and inspired
me to be a good person. What I feel about the teachers here is you are
beyond just my teachers or employees at this school. You are more like my
big sisters and brothers, mothers and fathers. You raised me and shaped
me, you shaped all of us here. My respected and dear teachers at school,
you have shared your knowledge and experiences selflessly with us. All
of you here have taught us how to be better and more patient, not just
for our academic results, but for our futures. You put your best years in
nurturing us, now that we can all fly with our grown wings and shine
bright. I could never put my feelings and gratitude for you in words, so
let me say it out loud with the simplest words: thank you! We thank you
sincerely, from the bottom of our hearts.
The only way I know how to end this speech is with quotes that I think
are inspirational and suitable for this important milestone in our lives. For
the graduation class of 2017, I know we all ended up in different places
-- maybe places that you think are not the most ideal, so this one is for
you: ‘Nothing is really over until the moment you stop trying’. You should
believe in your hard work and determination, they will reward you greatly
when it’s the right time. And for the ‘babies’ who are preparing for the
2018 DSE, I wish you all the best in the public exam. ‘Believe you can, then
you’re half way there’. You all
need to have faith in yourselves.

A year has passed but an array of precious memories has been conjured
up at this moment. We will remember the green wall of our school, the
sound of the bell and the laughter of our schoolmates, and how well the
trees have grown. Time never stops, but memories last a lifetime. To all
the students who are sitting here, please appreciate what you have, seize
every opportunity you encounter, and try your best to accomplish every
single mission in your life.
The precious opportunity of being a KCCKC student truly allowed
me to have a valuable and fruitful school life. It’s time to turn
the page. Dear friends, our future lies in our own hands, so don’t
let the noise of others drown out our own inner voices. Most
important of all, we must have the courage to follow our heart
and intuition. Graduates of class 2017, may we not forget that
today marks both the last day of a journey and the beginning of
another. Let us all be thankful for all the things we have gained
here. Thank you.

So, Class of 2017, let’s make
the best of it, and let’s start all
over again. For all intents and
purposes, it’s a brave new world
out there and if anyone can
make the best of it and start all
over again, we surely can.
Thank you!
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Based on so many examples and studies, I am ensured that herd behaviour is one of the
social phenomena which affect us a lot.
One of the most serious problems is that we may not be the one who we really want to
be. We do things by comparing ourselves to others. And we always end up doing what
others think we should do. We change and be who others want us to be.
This changes not only the way we think, but also our behavior. We follow what others
do though we don’t want to, like bullying or cheating on exams. Even when we want to
study instead of hanging out with others, we don’t dare to say it out since we don’t want
to stand out. We cannot be truthful to our own choice.
However, we should be aware of how the herd mentality can affect us so that we can
tell right from wrong. Many celebrities, famous artists or scientists have their own belief.
They do not change their thoughts easily and hold onto their choices. Their unshakable
determination is one of the reasons why they succeed.
So we need to know what we really want, think carefully about what is right for us and
keep our faith in it.
Try not to be one of the sheep of the herd even though you may be the odd one out. You
will make gradual progress because you have your feet on solid ground and do not sway
left and right like many others trapped in the herd mentality.

Tang Sin Ling, Geri (3C)

According to Wikipedia, ‘herd behaviour’ describes how individuals in
a group can act collectively without centralised direction. Examples
of such groups exist in other living things such as fish, ants or bees.
Whereas in human society, such behaviour is seen in demonstrations, riots or all sorts of
decision making in our daily lives.
It is our instinct that we always focus on how others think of us, what we mean to them,
and even some small actions like the way we walk or talk; so that we are acting within
the norm. And we cannot really be ourselves since we don’t want to be different. We try
our best to be part of our circle of friends. In other words, we care more about others’
thoughts instead of our own.
Studies show that when panicked individuals are confined to a room with equally accessible
exits, a majority will favour one exit while the minority will favour the other. It tells us
sometimes we just follow the others and are not aware of the outer environment seriously.
Herd behaviour affects the habit of buying. When a store offers sales, we tend to either
buy more than enough or buy what we do not even need. We do not want to be left out.
We end up spending a lot of money which we could have saved.

Something I will never forget…

We all have pleasant memories with our good friends. It is precious for us as theseare
special experiences.

trying so many times for a few days, she finally accepted me as a friend at the time when
I almost wanted to give up. It was my first time making friends with someone like her
and it was so difficult. However, every time my recollection of her is full of happiness, as
it was the story between us.

The first day I went to my secondary school, I felt curious and anxious. I met my first
friend in my class. She was thin and short with beautiful black hair and eyes. Everything
looked perfect in her but she was not very attractive, maybe because of her personality.
She was so quiet that made others think she didn’t like to communicate with anyone. She
was isolated by all the classmates but me, her only friend. What I did was try to keep her
company, but all she did was just read books.

She was not like what others imagined her to be. She was a girl who laughed easily to
any jokes, even though jokes that are not funny, as those I told. Sometimes I think there
were really two persons in her little body because she just did her own
things and seemed to ignore others but me. Maybe just because I was
her friend? Every time I talked to her I could see her cute face which
made me feel so warm.

For others, she always looked cool and hard to get along with because on her face there
was no emotion. It was also a problem for me when I tried to talk to her. To do so, I caught
every moment she put down her book for a chance to talk to her and to know her. After

We are now separated in different places as we go to different schools.
Although our friendship is not the same, I can still recall her face, her smile
and her voice. It is a great memory for me and I will never forget it.

Li Dingkai, Peter (4B)

What I learned as a member
of the KCC Standard
Tang Sin Ling, Geri (3C)

She then compared students’ writing with a polished version done by her and explained
why the changes are necessary based on clarity, conciseness and the rest. I missed the first
workshop but it seemed that what they had watched was a really good program about
Bluefin tuna. Students held quite different opinions on it. Some showed sympathy to the
tuna that faced a brutal death just one step before they fulfilled their life’s mission, to
mate and give birth. Some said their death is just a stage of the life cycle and their deaths
bring life to the fishermen.

Three members of the KCC Standard were invited to sit in a writing workshop offered to
F5 students taught by Ms Lo, our teacher advisor, who said that we also need to acquire
the skills. As a special guest, I experienced how they learned and learned what they did.
I felt like I was being a F5 student.

As a member of our newspaper, I learned not only the key to writing effectively but also
issues that lingered in my mind for quite a while. The more I know what is happening
around us, the more I feel I am one of the fortunate ones. I felt that I should stop
complaining on trivial matters and spend my energy on doing more meaningful things
such as charities that help the less fortunate.

Among other things, I was impressed when we analysed the features of well-written
articles, such as clarity, conciseness, preciseness, effectiveness and so on. Ms Lo also showed
us a book with examples of good endings in different chapters. To conclude, a good ending
sums up previous events, draws readers’ attention to what comes next, and stimulates their
curiosity to continue reading.

Famous Quotes
One of the two quotes
we chose last time from
those hung outside our
classrooms was ‘Be kind,
for everyone you meet
is fighting a battle you
know nothing of.’ We
invited participants from
all classes for their own
interpretation. The following students did a good job in
it and will be awarded with 5 stamps from the teachers
in charge of our newspaper, Ms Eva Lo or Ms Debbie
Yeung. The most concise and appropriate interpretation
goes to Chau Kwok Kai , Tommy of class 5B, which work
we have placed at the top of the list below.

Chan Kwok Kai , Tommy (5B)
Everyone may have their misfortune that we don’t know
of. Therefore, we should show our understanding no matter

The people beside you may be experiencing the hardest
and darkest moments of his/her life. A helping hand may
seem trivial to you, but it can bring light to darkness.

This deteriorates relationships, adds to their negative
thoughts and may cause adverse effects in their ‘battle’.
Instead, if we show love and caring to them, such as giving
a simple pat on the shoulder or suggesting them how to
tackle their problems, they will appreciate our help. This
kind behavior will uplift their spirit.

Chau Ka Yuet, Dorothy (5B)

Lee Yuen Yan, Daisy (5B)

how they treat us.

Kwok Chung Yin, Cecelia (5B)

We have to always be kind to people we meet since
everyone is having some difficulties or troubles that we
don’t understand. To show our sympathy and support, we
need to be kind. Therefore, we wouldn’t aggravate others’
negative feelings. Be generous, open-minded and treat
others better.

Cheung King Ho, Henry (5B)
In our life, we meet numerous people. They are fighting
a ‘battle’ such as having an argument with others, trying
to accomplish some difficult tasks or doing loads of work.
These make them exhausted and stressed out .Since they
are in a bad mood at the moment, if we say something
which is aggressive, they may perceive us as their enemies.
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Everyone has a part you don’t know of. Some ignore you
because they have their own thing to handle or they are
shy. Everyone has weak spots so don’t be mean to one you
don’t really understand.

Ng Ka Chun, Joy (5B)
My interpretation is that we need to take our initiative to
give a helping hand if someone is desperately in need. Don’t
be indifferent because we are on the same boat. Although
we may have different objectives, we can still give support.
Being kind is very crucial in alleviating suffering. We can be
kind without any restrictions. With just a generous offer,
we may be able to save a precious life. Therefore, do not
hesitate to help needy people.

The Epitaph of a Dead Village

Tang Sin Ling, Geri (3C)

The air emitted the odour of corpse. Many flies flew in a
supermarket of rotten vegetables. In the deserted streets, rust
crawled onto cars and the bus station.
Two months ago, some of the villagers started roaring into the
air with a broken arm; however, they still gripped, lifted their
axe in mid-air and hammered into the soil with their remaining
arm. Their eyes filled with persistence.
A year ago, villagers went to the rural area nearby, holding onto
their axes and vigorous belief of a strange announcement.

A Day As a Camera

Time stopped on the day of the announcement.

As usual, I woke up in the morning. But I found that I could not
hear any sound! What’s wrong with me? After a while, I felt
someone pick me up and put me into a bag.

Everyone, with a wide-open mouth and bright eyes, seemed to
have been nailed onto the ground of the peaceful village, where
people used to rush, looking at the time on their watches and
worrying about whether they could afford their daily expenses.

Well, it seemed that I was in a forest inside a blue bag. Everything
surrounding me was green. The girl directed me to a small leaf,
a budding flower, an old tree and many things. I saved all their
images in me. It’s my honor to keep these wonderful views.

The village froze. No one strolled in the streets ever since.
Everyone gave up their jobs and started to dig the ground instead.
No one tended to the vegetables in supermarkets. Empty buses
stopped perpetually in the bus stations while dry yellow leaves
were flying in the sky. The village was dead.

The Inner Voice of a Student

Lau Ka Yan (2D)

It can be said that my nature, or the nature of all human beings,
is to learn and to learn in a way that is almost insane. As we
pass through a dense jungle, our hearts will be like butterflies
or frogs; surrounded by beautiful sounds. I began my endless
exploration. I always love to be alone in the garden, there will
always be a few strange insects that belong
to the beautiful nature. Maybe it’s just the
teachers, one lesson after another, the way
they keep pushing. I have always been able
to listen in a humble way because I can also
feel the teachers’ hard work, and their good
intentions.

The soil was hollowed out after a year. Holes were everywhere but
‘the gold hidden underground!’
was not visible. A muffled groan
wafted from afar. Something new
emerged – the desolate souls.

A Pet Peeve Speech

Xie Hanyu, Emma (2D)

Li Dingkai, Peter (4B)

Title: People who talk over you when you’re clearly still in
the middle of the sentence
Whenever someone interrupts me while I am
talking, what I can do is just to go “hahaha”.
Maybe those people grew up in the countryside
and they don’t realise how impolite it is, or
they have not been taught good manners at
school. What’s more annoying, however, is that it is difficult to
blame them when they said sorry after they say silly things like
this. “That’s ok ... hahaha…” What else can I say?

A Day As a Pencil

Anonymous (2D)

Today my master had to write
an exam. He took me with
him because we can help him
write. My partner is an eraser.
It cleans the mistakes I write.
In the exam, I saw someone
cheating but I do not have a
mouth to report to the teacher.
I knew that if the teacher found out who had cheated, he would
call the parents. Then I saw someone playing with a pencil
when she finished her exam. I was very angry because pencils
are not toys. Fortunately, my master does not use me as toys.
My master checked my work when he finished his exam.

There are always people like this around us. Therefore, we just
have to adapt to such situations as a part of our life. But one of
these days, we may be in the middle of a business meeting which
determines our chances of job promotion. Imagine yourself
interrupted by someone like this. It is not only an impolite act.
It is impeding your advancement. It’s seizing your opportunity.
I will still pretend to laugh ‘hahaha’ but definitely I will confront
them. I will tell them in their face how rude they are!
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Good People Good Deeds
The Most Dangerous Moment
Cheung Kai Ying (3D)

That was a scary moment. I witnessed a patient woman
counselling someone who was trying to end his life.
That afternoon, I went to the train station after school as
usual. When I was looking for a shorter line to queue, I saw
a chubby middle-aged man who looked very depressed
sitting on a bench silently.
When a woman pushing a baby trolley walked by him, he
suddenly stood up and cried, ‘Why did I lose my job? I am
such a hardworking employee!’
Both the woman and I were scared by his outburst, and
he continued shouting, ‘I’m 40 years old already, why am
I still single? No one likes me! Why?’
After a while, he started to cry. The woman tried to
approach him and comfort him, saying, ‘Don’t be so upset!
Although we don’t know each other, you could tell me
what’s happening if you wish.’
However, the man refused and shouted, ‘Go away! You are
one of the people who laugh at me!’ The woman replied,
‘No, I won’t! Please trust me and share with me your story.
Maybe I can help you and give you some suggestions.’
The man seemed to calm down a bit and started telling
the woman about him. ‘I have been working so hard for
so many years because I want to be successful and get
recognition in my career. However, some jealous colleagues
spread rumours that I wanted to replace my boss! My boss
believed in what they said and he fired me! I can’t accept
that I’ve lost my job!’
He became emotional again and said, ‘Worst of all, when
my girlfriend knew that I had been fired, she broke up with
me! Why is life so hard?’ At the same time, he was running
to the approaching train and intended to end his life.
Some other passengers who witnessed the scene rushed
to pull him back to a safe place. The woman, pushing the
baby car, went near him again and said, ‘Calm down! I
understand you feel bad about losing your job, but it’s a
fact, so just go and find a new job which is suitable for you.’
‘But I feel lonely without my girlfriend,’ cried the man.
‘Face it positively! There must be someone who will cherish
you in the future. I’m indeed a single-mother! I also felt sad
at the beginning but my little child gives me courage to
overcome my difficulties in life. I need to raise her on my
own, but I’m optimistic about our future,’ said the woman
gently with a nice smile.
The man looked at all the people who lent him a helping
hand, with tears. ‘Sorry,’ he apologized to them, ‘and thank
you for saving me. I will try to live a meaningful life from
now on.’

Great Rewards from Small Good Deeds
Lee Ho Chun (1D)

A lot of people think this is a cruel world and no one will
help you when you are in trouble. But is that true?
Geemo is a very poor gamer with a kind heart. He lives in
an ugly house. What he has with him is an old computer,
some broken furniture and a shoe box for saving money. He
also needs to work every week but his salary is very low.
One day, he was late to work again. When he arrived at
his office, his boss was very angry and shouted, ‘Geemo!
You are late again!’
‘Sorry about that, boss. I won’t be late again.’ Geemo
replied with his polite and quiet voice.
‘I accept your apology. Now go and work.’ The boss said.
It was lucky for Geemo that his boss stopped shouting
at him. He started working right after he changed to his
uniform.

When Geemo was sweeping the streets that he was
responsible for, he found a paper bag next to a rubbish
bin at the corner of a street. He looked inside the paper
bag and found more than a thousand dollars inside. He
was very happy at first because he was saving money for
a new video game. He could use the money found to buy
new video games and a computer. But Geemo was not a
greedy man. He thought someone might have dropped the
bag carelessly. He must have some urgent need to use the
large amount of money. Therefore, he gave the wallet to a
policeman he saw later when he was sweeping the street.
A few months later, Geemo had saved enough money
to buy the video game he had longed for. Geemo was
wearing a smile on the way to the game shop. When he
was walking past a small alley, he saw a robber robbing
a child with a knife.
‘Stop!’ Shouted Geemo, ‘ Don’t hurt that kid, he is just a
small boy. You want money, right? Here, take my money.’
Geemo handed his wallet to the robber carefully. The
robber took his wallet and ran away.
‘Thanks for saving my life, sir.’ said the little boy. ‘I thought
no one would come to help me. Thank you, sir.’ the boy
said sincerely.
‘Never mind, kid. But you have to be very careful when
you are out by yourself. Don’t walk near any quiet and
dark alley like this. Be careful, alright? said Geemo. The
kid made his promise and left. Geemo turned around and
walked back home empty handed. He was a bit unhappy
because he had worked very hard to save money for the
game. But when he thought of the little boy he had saved,
he told himself he was doing the right thing and a human
life was way more important than a video game.
Two weeks later, Geemo received two tiny parcels when he
was resting at home. He opened the first box and found
a small card and some money inside. He opened the card
and found a note inside saying,
26th August, 2016

Dear Geemo,

I’m so happy that you gave the bag to the police. I
thought that was stolen. Thank you very much!’
Daren

Geemo was happy that he had helped someone. He
continued to open the other box. He found a teddy bear,
a note and a game shop’s VIP card in it. The second note is
from the little boy Geemo saved a few days ago.
23th December, 2016

Dear Uncle Geemo,

Thank you for saving my life. My parents are so glad
that you saved me. I know that you love playing video
games, so I hope you accept my little thank-you gift!
Dave

Geemo had never expected that someone would send him
thank-you cards and gifts for the kind acts he did.

My Helpful Neighbour

Deng Yi Mei (2C)

For me, a good deed can be an action, an utterance or even
a smile. It may be something small, but it makes someone
feel warm. My neighbour is the person who I appreciate.
She is about 50 years old. There are some wrinkles on her
face. She is serious and she never smiles. I feel sad for
her since her husband passed away one year ago and now
she is alone.
Although I admire her, I think she is stubborn. When my
grandma visits her to give her some presents, she always
says she is fine and asks my grandma to keep the gifts.
If my grandma asks her to dine out, she will say the
restaurant is too noisy. She prefers to have some porridge
at home.
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I felt it is hard to get along with her.
However, something happened and has changed my mind.
One weekend, my grandma asked me to complete a special
task. She pushed a baby buggy into my room and said,
‘Mrs. Chan requested me to take care of her baby due to an
important arrangement she has. I have to buy something
so I need your help. ‘I really regret over my decision since
the baby was crying non-stop after she had gone. I was
lost and I didn’t know how to handle the baby.’
‘I brought you some snacks, but why is the baby crying?’
my neighbour knocked on the door and said. ‘She always
brings me homemade delicious food.’
After I opened the door, she comforted the baby. She held
him gently and talked in a low voice, ‘What happens to
you? Are you hungry?…… “ Then she heated a bottle of
milk and continued to sooth the baby. She then cuddled
the baby until he was quiet and went to sleep.
I was pleased with my neighbour’s actions. I saw the
gentle side of her character. She is such a kind person.
Before going home, she said, ‘Babies need tender care. If
we pamper with our hearts, they will calm down.
Another event happened in summer holidays.
My families went to the mainland so I stayed at home
alone. At midnight, I was woken up by a strange sound
from the door. It’s like someone using a piece of iron wire
to unlock my door lock. He attempted to get into my home
and steal! I thought, ‘Did the person think that there is no
one here? It’s horrible for me to imagine the situation if
he got into the house.
After 2 minutes, I decided to open the door but it was so
frightening. “Are you sleepwalking?!’ That’s my neighbour’s
voice. She yawned and shouted at the suspicious person.
I looked like a rescued bird at that moment. I couldn’t
express my gratitude in words.
Although my neighbour looks serious, she’s friendly and
helpful.
Helping others brings warmth to people. We should not
judge others by their appearance.
If we care about others, the world will be a better place.

A Little Angel

Wong Lau Yung (2C)

Adults always said that children were angels. I didn’t
believe it until a special incident took place.
One day, I walked in a street. Suddenly, I found a crowd
of people. When I got closer, I found a person sitting on
the ground. However, no one tried to help him. I heard
someone say it might be a scam. I guessed that was why
no one was willing to help him. I was too timid to do
anything, too. Fortunately, a little child ran out from the
crowd and walked towards the blind person. He helped
the blind man to stand up and passed his crutch back to
him. The child also showed him the way. When the blind
man left, everyone clapped for the child. The child said
nothing and left.
We sometimes discriminate against the disabled since
they may look different from us. They may be physicallychallenged or visually-impaired. However, they have no
choice. They were born to be like that. We should be
glad that we are healthy. At the same time, we should
respect them for their toughness. Despite their physical
constraints, they are still strong.
In spite of the dark side of our society, children are still
pure. When people need help or face problems, children
always stand out to offer help. However, adults may
hesitate before offering help for fear that they may be
cheated. Helping others without hesitation is what we
need to learn from children.

With the aims of encouraging
students to use English outside the
classroom and creating opportunities for them to display
their talents, the English Department organized the English Week from
12 March to 14 March this year. Our theme this year was Movies and a host of English activities
were held. Students had so much fun during the week. The place outside the Student Activity
Center was decorated with a red carpet and a beautiful backdrop where students could take
photos as if they were Hollywood movie stars. The highlight of the Week was definitely
the movie shows. There were three movies of different genres – “Up”, “The Martian”, and “We
Bought a Zoo” – which students could watch. During the movie viewing, they could get popcorns (of chocolate and
matcha flavours) specially made by our English ambassadors and students enjoyed them a lot. After the viewing,
they need to write up a movie review and to share with their schoolmates on the last day of the event. The Movie
Trivia Game also attracted a lot of students. Through the game, students learned more about movies and at the same
time they used the language in an authentic situation. Movie studs will be used as raffle tickets to draw for prizes that
include $200 gift card to the cinema. Grand prize winner will share the film they watched on Campus TV.

In order to integrate with the English activities, the library arranged an English Book Fair that was held during our English
Week. Each class was scheduled a time to go to the library to browse through a special selection of books. Teachers and students
enjoyed their tour among piles of books some of which were really good buys.
The hall was busy too as the choral speaking competitions for junior forms were held every day during the English Week.
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